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Greg Gibson 750 East Pratt Street, Suite 1600

Vice President, Regulatory Affairs Baltimore, Maryland 21202

UniStar-
NUCLEAR ENERGY

December 8, 2009

UN#09-501

Permit Coordinator
Maryland Department of Natural Resources
Wildlife and Heritage Service
Tawes State Office Building, E-1
580 Taylor Avenue
Annapolis, MD 21401

Subject: Renewal/Extension of Maryland Department of Natural Resources Wildlife and
Heritage Service Endangered Species Permit Number 45135

References: 1) Maryland Department of Natural Resources Wildlife and Heritage Service
Endangered Species Permit Number 45135, dated September 2008..
2) U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Eagle Scientific Collecting Permit Number
MB20751 1-0

Dear Sir or Madam:

UniStar Nuclear Energy, LLC (UNE) is requesting renewal/extension of Endangered Species
Permit Number 45135 granted to the Calvert Cliffs 3 Nuclear Project, LLC, by the Maryland
Department of Natural Resources (MDNR), Natural Heritage (Reference 1). Please find the
signed application form enclosed.

As required in the renewal application, an annual report summarizing permitted activities to date
is being provided as part of the application. In addition, as described in the Proposed Permit
Activities Section of the report, UNE is requesting authorization for activities to address possible
nesting attempts by eagles within both the project development area and the surrounding /

mile buffer. UNE is requesting relaxation of timber removal, land clearing, and seasonal activity
restrictions associated with any alternate nests that may be built within the / mile buffer
of the project development zone. This would allow eagles to utilize enhanced nesting habitat
created as part of the study conditioned in U.S. Fish and Wildlife Permit MB207511-0
(Reference 2).
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If you have any questions regarding this transmittal, please contact me at (410) 470-4205 or
Yvonne Abernethy (803) 644-0146 extension 225.

Sincerely,

Greg Gibson

Enclosure - Application for Wildlife Permit/License Renewal (Including Fee), Calvert Cliffs
Nuclear Power Plant, Calvert County, Maryland, December 2009

cc: Glenn Therres -Wildlife and Heritage Program, MDNR
Susan Gray - Power Plant Research Program, MDNR
Brent Hare - Maryland Energy Administration
Laura Quinn - NRC Project Manager, Environmental Projects Branch 2
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Enclosure

Application for Wildlife Permit/License Renewal (Including Fee)
Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant

Calvert County, Maryland
December 2009



MARYLAND DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
WILDLIFE AND HERITAGE SERVICE PHONE: 410-260-8546

APPLICATION FOR WILDLIFE PERMITILICENSE RENEWAL

THIS IS AN APPLICATION FOR THE REISSUANCE OF A WILDLIFE PERMIT/LICENSE. REVIEW ALL THE INFORMATION IN
PARTS 1-8, MAKING ANY NEEDED CORRECTIONS IN THE SPACE TO THE RIGHT.

COMPLETE PART 15 AND 16 THEN RETURN WITH FEE SHOWN IN PART 13 TO PERMITS COORDINATOR, WILDLIFE AND
HERITAGE SERVICE, 580 TAYLOR AVE., E-1, ANNAPOLIS MD 21401. MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO MARYLAND
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES.

Lj

CURRENT INFORMATION 'CORRECTED/NIEW INFORMATION

Calvert Cliffs 3 Nuc Project LLC 1. Company:

ATTN: Edward Jarmas 2. Name:

750 E. Pratt Street, 14th Floor 3. Street:

BALTIMORE, MD 21202 4. City/State/Zip:

5. County:

6. PHONE-HOME:

7. PHONE-WORK: 410-470-5857

8. NAME AND TITLE OF PRINCIPAL OFFICER (IF COMPANY):

ATTN: Edward Jarmas

9. TYPE: Endangered Species

10. CURRENT PERMIT#: ESP 45135

11. LOCATION WHERE AUTHORIZED ACTIVITY MAY BE
CONDUCTED (IF APPLICABLE)

12. NEW PERMIT/LICENSE WILL BE EFFECTIVE: 01-01-10 AND EXPIRE 12-31-10 13. FEE: $25

14. COMPLIANCE WITH THE SPECIAL CONDITIONS'LISTED BELOW ARE NECESSARY FOR PERMIT RENEWAL:

An annual report summarizing permit activity must accompany renewal.

15. CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING TO COMPLY WITH MARYLAND'S WORKMEN COMPENSATION ACT (ARTICLE 1-40

I AM: SUPPLYING DNR WITH A CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE. C0208A1A09

/ SUPPLYING DNR WITH INSURANCE.BINDER NUMBER

SELF-EMPLOYED OR EMPLOY ONLY FAMILY MEMBERS, AND THEREFORE I AM NOT REQUIRED
TO COMPLY WITH THIS LAW.

16. I HEREBY APPLY FOR RENEWAL OF THE ABOVE PERMIT/LICENSE AND CERTIFY UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY
THAT THE INFORMATION HEREIN IS TRUE AND CORRECT TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE, INFORMATION AND
BELIEF.

SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT: DATE:

Qd'Questions? Contact Permits Coordinator, 410-260-8546. Return renewal paperwork to: Permits Coordinator, Wildlife 'and Heritage Sernice E-1. Deportment of Natural Resources. 580 Taylor Avenue, Annapolis MD 21401



Application for Renewal/Extension
MDNR Permit Number 45135

Annual Report MDNR Permit Number 45135
Permit Compliance Update and Proposed Permit Activities

Background

Maryland Department of Natural Resources (MDNR) Wildlife and Heritage Service Permit

Number 45135 was issued to the Calvert Cliffs 3 Nuclear Project, LLC in early 2008 allowing for

the incidental take of one nesting pair of bald eagles at the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant

project site in Calvert County. Prior to exercising the terms of this permit, federal authorization

was also needed. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service issued Federal Fish and Wildlife Permit

MB207511-0 on March 26, 2009 to The Center for Conservation Biology (CCB) at the College of

William and Mary. A condition of the federal permit was that a study to evaluate the biological

consequences of bald eagle nest loss and removal would be conducted. One aspect of the

research includes a case study on the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant site to evaluate the

biological benefit of nesting habitat enhancement. This study, now underway, is being done in

conjunction with and as mitigation for the removal of the bald eagle nest and nest tree located

at Camp Conoy within the planned Calvert Cliffs Unit 3 (CC3) construction project area. The

purpose of this document is to update MDNR as to the status of the activities that were

authorized and conditions imposed under the state permit issued in 2008. Since compliance

with the federal permit is a condition of MDNR Number 45135, a brief summary of the CCB

study activities are also included. This document also proposes the activities for which

authorization is sought through the renewal/extension of MDNR Permit Number 45135.

Activities to Date

Mitigation

During 2008 and 2009, the mitigation site referred to as the South Nest Territory Conservation

Area in the MDNR permit, was designated and delineated on the Calvert Cliffs property. The

area has been surveyed. The location corresponds to that depicted in the original application

submittal to MDNR and is depicted in the attached Figure 1 entitled, Eagle Nest Habitat

Enhancement Areas. UniStar has committed to maintaining the Conservation Area in an

undisturbed and natural condition through the year 2023 in accordance with MDNR Permit

Number 45135.

Nest Tree Removal

On October 26, 2009, the Virginia Pine containing the eagle nest at Camp Conoy was cut down

as authorized by MDNR Permit Number 45135 and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Permit
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Application for Renewal/Extension
MDNR Permit Number 45135

MB207511-0. The nest structure was destroyed on impact with the ground and all contents

were manually scattered in the adjacent woods (see photos below).

Left to Right: Safety Meeting on October 26 before initiation of tree work; Nest destroyed on impact with ground after nest

tree cut.

Eagle Habitat Evaluation

During the spring and summer of 2009, potential eagle nesting habitat on the Calvert Cliffs site

was identified and candidate trees with the potential to serve as eagle nest trees located. Dr.

Bryan Watts and Ms. Libby Mojica, researchers with CCB in association with Yvonne Abernethy,

with Constellation Energy assessed the habitat potential for the entire Calvert Cliffs property.

Information regarding the existing forest cover, topography, and existing eagle nests and roosts

was taken into consideration. Land use and regulatory commitments, both current and those

imposed in association with the CC3 Project, that could render areas unsuitable as eagle nesting

habitat or would preclude eagle habitat enhancement activities were identified.

A preliminary analysis using topographic maps, aerial imagery, plant community survey data,

and information gathered during three recent aerial surveys resulted in the identification of five

potential areas for habitat enhancement (see attached Figure 1, Eagle Nest Habitat

Enhancement Areas). A ground reconnaissance survey in early June along with an aerial survey

of all forested tracts was employed to facilitate locating individual mature supercanopy trees

that could be candidates to support future eagle nests. The majority of forests on the property

were determined by the researchers to be too young to support an eagle nest. However, two

suitable clusters of mature trees were found (See attached Figure 1, Eagle Nest Habitat

Enhancement Areas ); one on the Bay shoreline near Camp Canoy (Camp Conoy Cluster), and

the second on the north edge of Johns Creek on the western part of the property. The Johns

Creek Cluster was eliminated from consideration because of its proximity to an existing eagle

nest and territory on Johns Creek.
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MDNR Permit Number 45135

Nest Tree Habitat Modifications in the Camp Conoy Cluster
Proposed nest tree habitat enhancement included selective limbing of candidate nest trees and
along with selective limbing and topping of adjacent trees to improve flight access for the

eagles. Since the Camp Conoy Cluster is within the Chesapeake Bay Critical Area, the Maryland
Critical Area Commission and Calvert County Planning and Zoning had been apprised of the
planned work. Both organizations had concurred that authorizations for the proposed work
were not required. Arborists from Bartlett Tree Experts, under the guidance of CCB staff,
selectively removed limbs from candidate nest trees on October 26th and November 3 rd. The

candidate nest trees had one or more of these characteristics: (1) crown structure to hold a
nest and (2) position on the edge of a cliff, forest edge, or in the supercanopy. Each candidate
tree was evaluated individually to determine the best branching location for a nest. After this

second evaluation of each candidate nest tree, 5 of the 15 trees were deleted from the study
and were not tagged or trimmed. Table 1 lists the remaining candidate trees included in the

study. Figure 2 documents enhancement activities in the field and Figure 3 depicts Candidate
nest tree locations by tag numbers.

Table 1. Candidate nest trees labeled with tree tags.

Species Tag No. Latitude Longitude
Tulip Poplar 770 38.4293 -76.4337
Chestnut Oak 771 38.4277 -76.4316
Tulip Poplar 772 38.4269 -76.4312
Tulip Poplar 773 38.4266 -76.4315
Tulip Poplar 774 38.4266 -76.4316
Tulip Poplar 775 38.4265 -76.4316
White Oak 776 38.4265 -76.4316
Chestnut Oak 777 38.4290 -76.4341
Chestnut Oak 778 38.4285 -76.4347
Chestnut Oak 779 38.4286 -76.4347

Summary of Tree Trimming Work
All tree DBH sizes were estimated.

Tree 770: Trimmed a few limbs around a potential nest location in the canopy. A nearby 20"
tulip poplar was topped because it blocked access from the Bay into the candidate tree.

Tree 771: Branches surrounding two potential nest locations were trimmed to open access.

Tree 772: Five trees surrounding a large tulip poplar were topped to provide flight access: 20"

Virginia Pine, 20" Tulip Poplar, two 20" Sweet Gums, and a 20" White Oak.

Tree 773-777: One 12" hickory was topped to open access to these four trees.
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MDNR Permit Number 45135

Tree 777: Branches surrounding a potential nest location were trimmed. A neighboring 20"

Chestnut Oak was topped.

Figure 2. Left to Right. A Bartlett arborist climbs a Tulip Poplar to perform selective trimming; A Chestnut Oak after limbs
were selectively cut from the canopy to allow access to eagles.

Proposed Permit Activities

Monitoring

Timber removal and land clearing activities associated with the Calvert Cliffs 3 project

construction are currently scheduled to begin in the 4th quarter 2010 and are expected to

continue for approximately six to eight months.

Aerial surveys to search for eagle nests are scheduled to begin in mid-December 2009 after the

trees drop their leaves. Surveys will be conducted once a month until the new nest for the

Camp Conoy pair is located and periodically thereafter to determine nesting status. In addition,

Unistar staff are documenting any observations of adult eagles carrying nesting material made

during the course of routine work and during biweekly reconnaissance.
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Application for Renewal/Extension
MDNR Permit Number 45135

Incidental Take
Consistent with the conditions of U.S. Fish and Wildlife Permit MB207511-0, the applicant is
requesting authorization to discourage nesting attempts within the project development area

and the surrounding ¼ mile buffer. Activities may include removal of the nest, nesting material,
and/or nest tree prior to the presence of egg(s) or chicks(s).

In addition, the applicant is proposing to allow continuance of a new nest to occur outside the

project development area, i.e., with the surrounding % mile buffer, without the imposition of
any distance, time frame or other restrictions as a result of the existence or occupation of any
such nest within the X mile buffer of the project development area. This would allow for

utilization by the eagles of the enhanced nesting habitat in the Camp Conoy Cluster and other
productive sites within the / mile buffer.

If a new nest is missed by the monitoring protocol and later located as a completed nest within

either the project development area or the surrounding / mile buffer, the reproductive status
of the nest will be determined and location evaluated. If eggs or chicks are present, the

applicant requests authorization to move any eggs or chicks present (or subsequently hatched)
to a nearby nest or nests that have similar aged and sized chick(s) for fostering in the wild in
coordination with MDNR. This work would be done by a qualified individual. Once eggs and/or

chicks are no longer present, the nest and nest tree would be removed. If no chicks are
present, and consistent with the authorization to discourage nesting attempts, the applicant

may remove the nest, nesting material, and/or nest tree.

The proposed incidental take will include: (1) the adult pair of bald eagles at Camp Conoy; (2)
the Camp Conoy territory; (3) the Camp Conoy bald eagle pair's progeny, in perpetuity; and (4)

any progeny from a nest that is missed by the monitoring efforts. The Camp Conoy territory
includes any pair that nests within the project development area and extends out in a /4 mile

radius from the actual project area boundary to take into account future bald eagle nests on

the periphery of the project area as depicted in the attached Figure 1, Eagle Nest Habitat
Enhancement Areas. This incidental take will allow the exclusion of any distance and time-
frame restrictions (such as required by the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act) for any new
bald eagle nest that is located within a / mile of the project development boundary during the
construction and operation of the proposed facility.
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Legend

* Candidate Eagle Nest Trees

Destroyed Eagle Nest

Communal Eagle Roost

Critical Area

Wetland Mitigation Areas

Wetlands DelineaEon

Proposed FIDS Forest Planting Area

Proposed FIDS Forest Preservation Area

7 Proposed Cleared Area for Unit 3 Project

Figure3. Candidate Trees for the Camp Conoy eagle pair.
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